Roosevelt Univ. Student Chile Cook-Off!

R.U.’s 2nd Annual Chile Cook-Off will be held on Thursday, Oct. 18 from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm in the Rotunda Hallway. Happy, eager eaters pay just $5 to sample all the chilies and vote/rate their top 3 favorites.

Starting Oct. 5, the R.U. campus will have an e-waste container by the loading dock for personal or business electronic waste. So, feel free to get rid of your old PCs, TVs, etc. In fact, R.U. will receive a reimbursement from Creative Recycling based on the total weight of materials that are removed. See Bob in the Center for more info.

INSTITUTE FOR CONTINUED LEARNING, ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY

WHAT'S UP AT ICLRU—CAMPUS EDITION

The late George Carlin addresses the National Press Club on Politicians and Words?

From the Land of the Laugh: Political Humor in America Class

ID CARDS FOR NEW MEMBERS

New Members: Be sure to get your ID Cards in the next week or so as after the end of the month, we won’t be able to get them.

Current Members: If you have lost your ID Card, replace it soon.

WINTER STUDY GROUP PROPOSALS

Proposals are due to Steve Wolf by Oct. 30. Get them in soon. We’re looking forward to a great winter session!
PELLA’S PLACE
Wed., Oct. 17, in Rm. 330
Has support to Israel hurt U.S. credibility?

TUESDAYS WITH COMPUTERS
Weekly 11:45 to 1 pm in Rm. 373
Our knowledgeable volunteers will help you with your questions or challenges. Use your own laptop or notebook, or you can use a school computer.

THINGS TO DO

Purchasing treats for the young Tricksters this year? Due to allergy concerns, some good choices are: Chocolate (without peanuts), Jelly Beans, Fruit Roll-Ups, Fruit Snacks, Skittles, and Goldfish. And for variety, pencils, stickers and tattoos are options.

FAIR TRADE GLOBAL MARKET
Our Saviour’s Lutheran Church
1234 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Sat., Nov. 3, 9 am-2 pm
Take a shopping trip around the world. Multiple vendors will bring clothing, accessories, purses, jewelry, foodstuffs and a wide variety of other goods. Sales of these items help feed and educate families in Third World Countries. Bake sale goodies and Alternative Gifts available. Bring your friends!

Dr. Paul Green

REMINDER
If you are on the list to attend Paul Green’s lecture on October 25th, don’t forget to pick up your ticket before the event in the Center, Room 316.

1400 Roosevelt Rd
Rm 316
Schaumburg, IL
60173

ICLRU Center
Hours: Mon-Thurs.
11:30am –1:00 pm
Tel: 224-523-6497
Email: Officemanager@iclru.org

Friendship Village of Schaumburg
“Life is Better Among Friends”
Exclusive Sponsor of ICLRU’s Winter Lecture Series.
Visit them at: www.friendshipvillage.org
As some of you may remember, in past years we had an informal activity called “Dinners for Eight.” ICLers would organize into groups of 8 and get together for dinners at the homes of members. It was a great way for members to informally get to know each other, and have a good time as well.

Since the initial announcement, there has been quite a bit of interest, but several people had a standing conflict with the proposed schedule of the 2nd weekend of the month. So, if you are interested, contact Audrey Bouvais at the e-mail address below and let her know which Saturday night during the month works best for them. Nothing is written in stone yet, concerning the schedule. Audrey will be as accommodating as she can be.

Each group of four couples would meet monthly from November through June. Since most people have their share of “fun ‘n food” during the last month of the year, we would not meet in December.

Food ‘n Fun would be held on a regular monthly basis (to be determined). The host would contact guests to remind them of the date, directions to the meeting place and what they should bring.

HOST COUPLE: provide soft drinks, ice and the serving needs and a vegetable tray for nibbling. The host can plan an activity for later in the afternoon or evening, as desired, ie. board games, an easily learned new-to-you card game, or a new documentary DVD or guests can just continue to chat as we are prone to do when the coordinator wants to start a class during regular ICL hours!

3 GUEST COUPLES: bring either three appetizers to serve 8; dessert for 8; or wine ($8-10 range). An effort would be made to balance assignments so you aren’t always hosting, cooking or buying wine, but the life is much too short to “get your knickers in a knot” if it’s not perfectly balanced.

Sign up either as a COUPLE OR SUB COUPLE. COUPLES: If only one member belongs to ICL-RU, we would enjoy meeting your spouse. Single? Invite a “partner” (perhaps another ICLRU member) for the occasion. Calendar conflict? Find a sub couple and provide that information to the host couple. SUB COUPLES: Let coordinator know if you travel during the winter: you would host while in town and would find a sub for those months you are out of town.

Coordinator would make up initial schedule. "Couples" are responsible for finding any subs and informing the host who would be filling in for them that month.

For questions or to sign up, e-mail: atbeauvais@sbcglobal.net
Reflections on our most recent fieldtrip
White Pines Inn and Olde English Faire


Some of the ICLers. At the entrance to the Inn and at a teepee—but no Indians.

Craft fair in Oregon. We didn’t stop.

At Stronghold—beautiful costumes.

This trio provided bawdy tunes.

And, here, Medieval classics.